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Note on exporting TwidoSuite tags to Citect. The runtime always points to the correct project. My persistent memory tags don't behave... the same... as TwidoSuite tags, but are still persistent memory tags. When I work with TwidoSuite I have to use persistent memory tags. How can I export a persistent memory tag that is also a
TwidoSuite tag? This can be done according to the tutorial example we looked at earlier. You can export a persistent memory tag as one of the application's export options, or as an optional export option.
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hope this answer resolves this issue for you. // Rotated & Flipped Icons // ------------------------- .@{fa-css-prefix}-rotate-90 {.fa-icon-rotate(90deg, 1); } .@{fa-css-prefix}-rotate-180 {.fa-icon-rotate(180deg, 2); } .@{fa-css-prefix}-rotate-270 {.fa-icon-rotate(270deg, 3);
} .@{fa-css-prefix}-flip-horizontal {.fa-icon-flip(-1, 1, 0); } .@{fa-css-prefix}-flip-vertical {.fa-icon-flip(1, -1, 2); } A pair of Jewish teens found themselves at the center of controversy after posting a nude photo of themselves and turning it into a meme, but the rabbis

who banned the photo said they were issuing the ban because of the picture's "offensive" nature. Leviticus 21:17 states, "Any unmarried man or woman who is being detained against his will and who is not engaged to be married must go to the priest. And let an
examination be made of him to see whether he is to be released to the husband so that he can consummate his marriage." The incident occurred at a party last week in which two high school students, Gabby and El c6a93da74d
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